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Abstract. The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) man-
dates the principle of data minimization, which requires that only data
necessary to fulfill a certain purpose be collected. However, it can often
be difficult to determine the minimal amount of data required, especially
in complex machine learning models such as neural networks. We present
a first-of-a-kind method to reduce the amount of personal data needed
to perform predictions with a machine learning model, by removing or
generalizing some of the input features. Our method makes use of the
knowledge encoded within the model to produce a generalization that has
little to no impact on its accuracy. This enables the creators and users
of machine learning models to acheive data minimization, in a provable
manner.
Keywords: GDPR · Data minimization · Compliance · Privacy · Ma-
chine learning
1 Introduction
The European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)1 dictates that “Per-
sonal data shall be: adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in rela-
tion to the purposes for which they are processed”. This principle, known as data
minimization, requires that organizations and governments collect only data that
is needed to achieve the purpose at hand. Organizations are expected to demon-
strate that the data they collect is absolutely necessary, by showing concrete
measures that were taken to minimize the amount of data used to serve a given
purpose. Otherwise, they are at risk of violating privacy regulations, incurring
large fines, and facing potential lawsuits.
Advanced machine learning (ML) algorithms, such as neural networks, tend
to consume large amounts of data to make a prediction or classification. More-
over, these “black box” models make it difficult to derive exactly which data
influenced the decision. This type of algorithms is becoming prevalent in many
business-related activities, including business intelligence, marketing, and sales.
1 https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection/data-protection-eu en
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2 A. Goldsteen et al.
It is therefore increasingly difficult to show adherence to the data minimization
principle.
The recently published study of the European Parliamentary Research Ser-
vice (EPRS) on the impact of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
on artificial intelligence2 found that, although AI is not explicitly mentioned
in the GPDR, many provisions in the GDPR are relevant to AI, specifically
mentioning the principle of data minimisation. The authors propose that min-
imisation may require, in some contexts, reducing the ’personality’ of the avail-
able data, rather than the amount of such data, i.e., it may require reducing,
through technical measures, the ease with which the data can be connected to
individuals.
A large amount of work is being done in the domain of privacy for ML,
spanning differential privacy, encryption, and more. We have a slightly different
goal. In this work, we focus solely on accomplishing the target set out by the
regulation, namely reducing the amount of personal data collected to only the
data that can be demonstrated as necessary for fulfilling the purpose at hand. If
the original purpose was to perform some analysis using an ML model, typically
the model owner would not have any desire to reduce the accuracy of the model.
Therefore, the goal of our method must be to retain, or get as close as possible
to, the accuracy of the original model, while striving to reduce the amount of
data collected.
There may even be cases where all of the collected data is required to achieve
the model’s original accuracy; but one is still required to demonstrate that this
is the case. However, as we will show in the following sections, in most cases
the collected data can be reduced; and in these cases, we demonstrate that
individuals’ privacy is also improved. Reducing the amount of data collected
by organizations can bring additional benefits such as storage reduction, cost
reduction, and decreased liability.
We propose a method for data minimization that can reduce the amount
and granularity of input data used to perform predictions by machine learning
models. It is important to note that we are only concerned with minimizing
newly collected data for analysis (i.e., runtime data), not the data used to train
the model. Our method does not require retraining the model, and does not even
assume the availability of the original training data. It therefore provides a simple
and practical solution for addressing data minimization in existing systems.
The type of data minimization this paper targets is the reduction of the num-
ber and/or granularity of features collected for analysis. Features can either be
completely suppressed (removed) or generalized. Generalization involves replac-
ing a value with a less specific but semantically consistent value. For example,
instead of an exact age, represented by the domain of integers between 0 and
120, a generalized age may consist of 10-year ranges.
The generalization techniques we employ are similar to those used to achieve
k-anonymity on datasets, a process called anonymization [24]. Although we do
2 https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2020/641530/EPRS_
STU(2020)641530_EN.pdf
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not aim to release datasets, only to generalize newly collected data for analysis.
Moreover, generalizations enacted for anonymization typically try to minimize
data loss while still achieving k-anonymity. In our approach, generalizations are
targeted at minimizing model accuracy loss, while incurring the largest
possible data loss to increase privacy protection. This is done by taking into
account knowledge of the ML algorithm and optimizing the generalizations to
minimize their harmful effect on the accuracy of the model. An iterative process
continues to generalize features until it reaches an accuracy threshold, beyond
which we are not willing to compromise for the goal of data minimization. Once
the generalized feature set is determined, any new data collected for analysis can
be generalized while it is being collected, before it is fed into the model, thus
achieving data minimization.
To the best of our knowledge, our contribution is a first-of-a-kind method for
adhering to the data minimization principle for ML models. Our method enables
minimizing the adverse effect of the minimization on the model’s accuracy, and
does not require any changes to the original model. In addition, we propose an
extension to this method that allows dynamic collection and minimization of
data in a manner determined by the data subject, providing personalized data
minimization.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We provide background
information in Section 2, present the data minimization procedure in Section
3, and offer an evaluation of our method in Section 4. We discuss some design
choices and alternatives in Section 5, present related work in Section 6, and
conclude in Section 7.
2 Background
2.1 k-anonymity and Generalization
K-anonymity was proposed by L. Sweeney [24] to address the problem of releas-
ing personal data while preserving individual privacy. The approach is based on
generalizing attributes and possibly deleting records until each record becomes
indistinguishable from at least k-1 other records.
Most k-anonymity algorithms are based on finding groups of similar records
of at least size k that can be generalized together to a single value (on the quasi-
identifiers), thus fulfilling the indistinguishability requirement. A generalization
of a numeric attribute typically consists of a range of consecutive values, whereas
the generalization of a categorical attribute consists of a sub-group of categories.
The example below shows two clusters of similar records have been identified,
each with a specific generalization of two features.
{
” c lus te rA ” : {
” featureA ” : { ” s t a r t ” : 0 . 0 , ”end ” : 1 .2 } ,
” featureB ” : { ” c a t e g o r i e s ” : [ ” a ” , ”b” , ”d ” ] }
} ,
” c lu s t e rB ” : {
” featureA ” : { ” s t a r t ” : 1 . 3 , ”end ” : 4 .0 } ,
” featureB ” : { ” c a t e g o r i e s ” : [ ” c ” ] }
}
}
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There are essentially two types of generalizations, emphglobal recoding and
local recoding. Global recoding means that the ranges for each feature are de-
termined once for the entire dataset, i.e., a particular detailed value must be
mapped to the same generalized value in all records. In this case we “force” the
same generalizations for the entire domain, which may result in smaller ranges.
Local recoding, allows the same detailed value to be mapped to different gen-
eralized values in each group. Having different ranges for different areas in the
domain usually enables better generalizations.
2.2 Information Loss Metrics
Many metrics for measuring information loss have been developed. A recent 2018
survey noted 78 distinct metrics, while grouping them into different categories
and intended uses [25]. The Classification Metric (CM) [13] is suitable when the
purpose of the anonymized data is to train a classifier. Each record is assigned a
class label, and information loss is computed based on the adherence of a tuple
to the majority class of its group. The Discernibility Metric (DM) [4] measures
the cardinality of the equivalence class.
The Generalized Loss Metric [13] and the similar Normalized Certainty Penalty
(NCP) [11], [26] are considered more accurate. The latter has the advantage of
being able to measure information loss across different datasets. For a numerical
attribute with domain D, NCP of a generalized range G is defined as:
NCPA num(G) =
max(G)−min(G)
max(D)−min(D) (1)
Similarly, for categorical attributes:
NCPA cat(G) =
{
0 no generalization
|values(G)|
|values(D)| otherwise
(2)
where |values(G)| represents the number of distinct values in the generalization
and |values(D)| represents the number of distinct values in the domain. The
NCP over all generalized attributes is computed using a weighted average. Fi-
nally, the Global Certainty Penalty (GCP) is computed over all instances in a
dataset (for more details see [26]).
3 Data Minimization Process
The process starts with an existing machine learning model and a dataset con-
sisting of records along with the model’s predictions for them. The existing
model’s predictions are used as the labels for our learning process. We later refer
to this labeled dataset as the training dataset, however it is important to note
that it does not necessarily have to be the same dataset that was used to train
the model. The main reason for this decision is that the original labeled training
data may no longer be available, whereas generating predictions for some dataset
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given an existing model is simple. Moreover, the original model may have learned
some very complex structures, but learning its “decision boundaries” might be
easier. If the original training data is available, it can of course be used.
Our goal is to use the model’s predictions to guide the creation of groups of
similar records as a basis for the generalization process; in this way, we get a
generalization that is tailored to the model. Throughout the remainder of the
paper, we refer to these groups as clusters. The desired accuracy must also be
supplied. This may be equal to the original model’s accuracy, if no degradation
is allowed, or a percentage of deviation from the original accuracy.
The result of the process is a generalization of the input features, as exem-
plified in Section 2.1. Some features may be completely suppressed, and others
may be generalized. The process does not involve retraining the original model or
making any changes to it; the generalizations are only applied to newly collected
data for analysis, i.e., runtime data. Thus, it is particularly suited for existing
systems. Our basic implementation yields a global recoding of the data. Later
in this paper we discuss how other types of generalizations can be achieved.
As presented in Section 2.2, there are several different quality metrics that
can be used to measure the degree of generalization or privacy of a dataset.
We chose to use the NCP metric ([11]) to measure the quality of the resulting
generalization. This metric basically looks at the sizes of the generalized ranges
relative to the original feature domain, averaging this score across all records in
the dataset. Since our goal is to maximize privacy preservation within the given
accuracy constraints, in our case high information loss (NCP) is a desired quality.
We did not use weights for the different features; in Section 5, we elaborate on
how different feature weights may be used.
3.1 Generalizer Training
We start by training a generalizer model on the training dataset (labeled
with the original model’s predictions), i.e., we train a model to predict the orig-
inal model’s predictions. The goal of this model is to learn the “decision bound-
aries” of the original model. We chose to use a univariate decision tree as the
generalizer model, since the splits that the tree creates on each internal node can
be used as a basis to determine the generalized ranges. We use the leaf nodes
of the tree as our groups of similar inputs and create the generalizations based
on the decisions on the tree path leading to each leaf. (Features that are not
needed to arrive at a specific leaf may receive any value.) Note that a univariate
decision tree will always create boundaries that are straight lines, parallel to the
axes. In Section 5, we discuss other generalizer models that can be used instead
of a decision tree, especially for cases where a decision tree may not be powerful
enough to account for the complexity of the original model.
Since the goal is to find the best generalization without harming the model’s
accuracy, we start by generating a decision tree with homogeneous leaves. Each
leaf contains only inputs that generate the same prediction in the original model.
We then derive the initial set of generalizations by combining all split values
of each feature from the tree’s internal nodes.
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After the initial set of generalized features is obtained, we apply the gen-
eralizations to the test data (we explain how later in this section) and check
the accuracy of the original model on it. We measure the relative accuracy,
i.e., what percentage of the original predictions are retained when applying the
model to the generalized data. Based on the relative accuracy measured, a deci-
sion is made on whether to continue the process or not. If the accuracy threshold
is reached, the generalizations derived directly from the generalizer model are
used. If the accuracy is lower or higher than the desired threshold, we proceed
to perform additional steps to improve either the accuracy or the generalization.
At the end of each such iteration, the resulting accuracy is again measured by
applying the current generalization to the test data and checking the accuracy.
If the achieved accuracy is higher than the threshold, we employ a step to
improve the generalization. This is done by iteratively pruning the decision
tree, i.e., going up from the leaves to higher nodes in the tree. Each such pruning
effectively removes (at least) one split value for one of the features, combining
two lower level ranges into a single range and reducing the overall number of
ranges for that feature. In our implementation we did not use any sophisticated
means to choose which nodes to prune. The algorithm simply goes up one level
in the entire tree simultaneously. We continue to rise in the tree, one level at a
time, until we reach the root node or until the accuracy threshold is met.
If the achieved accuracy is lower than the threshold, we employ a step de-
signed to improve the accuracy by removing features from the generalization.
This means that instead of generalizing it, this feature will be left unchanged.
For this step, we define an additional metric called ILAG, inspired by the
score function from [10]. In their case, the authors’ goal was to maximize the
information gain for each unit of anonymity loss. We adapted this to our setting,
where we seek to maximize the information loss (NCP score) for each unit of
accuracy gain. We define ILAG for a feature f as:
ILAG(f) =
{
NCP (f)
AccuracyGain(f) , if AccuracyGain(f) 6= 0
NCP (f), otherwise
(3)
This is the measure we seek to maximize in our algorithm. In each iteration,
we choose the feature with the lowest ILAG score and remove it from the gener-
alization. This step repeats until all features are removed or until the accuracy
threshold is met.
To check the original model’s accuracy on generalized data without making
changes to the model, each test sample must be mapped to a concrete, repre-
sentative point in the domain of the original features. The idea is to map all
records belonging to the same cluster (leaf node) to the same representative
value. We thus achieve generalization by mapping multiple different original val-
ues to the same concrete value. The choice of representatives may greatly affect
the method’s performance. As the representative value, we chose to use an ac-
tual point closest to the median of the cluster, that the model classifies as the
majority class for that cluster.
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The minimization process eventually yields a minimal dataset required to
achieve the required level of accuracy. The output is a set of generalized feature
ranges tailored to a specific ML model. This set of generalized features can
be used whenever collecting new data for analysis. The complete minimization
process is presented in Figure 1.
Train decision tree
Derive initial 
generalization
Apply 
generalization to 
test data
Calculate relative 
accuracy
Improve accuracy Improve generalization
Final 
generalization
Accuracy > thresholdAccuracy < threshold
Accuracy == threshold
Fig. 1: Complete minimization process
This process is typically performed after applying “regular” feature selection
that chooses the most influential features for the model. This process may use any
known feature selection techniques, as would be normally applied for that type
of model. Our method may also be applied without any prior feature selection
for models in which it is not typically applied (such as neural networks).
3.2 Applying Generalizations to Newly Collected Data
Once the generalized feature set is determined, there are several ways to collect
new data for classification. The first option is to use the feature ranges com-
puted as described in the previous section (by combining all split values for each
feature). This results in a global recoding of the data, i.e., each feature has a
predetermined set of ranges. When using this approach, the user whose data is
collected never actually divulges their exact data, only the relevant ranges.
A second option is to have a minimization procedure, in which a piece of code
maps original data points to generalized data points, depending on the cluster to
which the data point belongs. This piece of code can run at the endpoint where
data is collected and immediately generalize the raw data before sending it to
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analysis; for example, on a server or cloud. Such a minimization procedure can
result in a local recoding, thus potentially enabling better generalizations.
The advantage of the first option is that the minimization is more transparent
to users. At no point do they disclose their exact information, so they can be
sure it is never used. However, the level of generalization achieved (for the same
accuracy level) will be lower than when employing the second option.
Another option is to dynamically determine the ranges presented to the user,
based on their choices for previous features. Each time a generalized value is se-
lected, this information can be used to dynamically improve the generalizations
for other features. This is possible because a feature’s generalizations may have
been restricted by domains that are no longer relevant once the value of another
feature is known. The order of filling in the feature values may be determined by
the user. This allows them to reduce the granularity, or even avoid disclosing alto-
gether, the information that they consider most sensitive, achieving personalized
data minimization. Another alternative is to allow the organization collecting
the data to decide the order of features, for example based on cost.
Note that the NCP scores presented in Section 4.2 were computed assuming
the global recoding generated by the basic algorithm. Applying the minimization
procedure or dynamic minimization would likely improve the information loss.
4 Evaluation
4.1 Methodology
Our evaluation method consists of the following steps. First, we select a dataset
and train one or more original models on it (first applying feature selection). We
consider the resulting model and its accuracy as our baseline. We then perform
the data minimization process described in Section 3 and apply the resulting
generalizations to a validation set. Finally, we measure the accuracy of the origi-
nal model on the generalized data. In addition, we compute the information loss
achieved by the resulting generalization as a measure for how well the data was
generalized: the higher the information loss, the better for our purpose.
We evaluated our method using four openly available datasets: the Adult
dataset3, an excerpt of the 1994 U.S. Census database, which is widely used
to evaluate anonymization and generalization techniques; the Nursery dataset4,
derived from a hierarchical decision model developed to rank applications for
nursery schools in Slovenia, which was used by Bild et al. [5] to compare ap-
proaches for differentially private statistical classification; the GSS marital hap-
piness dataset5, a subset of the GSS data created by Joseph Price to study
various societal effects of pornography, used by Fredrikson et al. [8] to evaluate
the effectiveness of a model inversion attack. In addition, to show that our ap-
3 https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/adult
4 https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/nursery
5 http://byuresearch.org/ssrp/downloads/GSShappiness.pdf
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proach works well for data with a larger number of attributes, we used the Loan
dataset6, an excerpt of the Lending Club loan data from 2015.
A summary of the characteristics of each dataset is presented in Table 1. For
each dataset the table shows: the number of records in the downloaded data,
the number of records actually used, the number of features in the downloaded
data, the number of features used (before applying feature selection as part of
the training process), the number of categorical features, and the label feature.
Note that we removed records that did not have a value for the label feature
(which was the case for almost half of the records in the GSS dataset) or whose
label value was too scarce. We also removed non-numeric features with too many
distinct values (e.g., free-text), features with more than 50% missing data and
features with too high a correlation with the label. For each dataset we trained
three types of classifiers: Random Forest, XGBoost, and Neural Network (with
1 hidden layer and 100 neurons). The classifiers’ baseline accuracy for each of
the datasets is also brough in Table 1.
Name total
rows
rows
used
total
attrs
attrs
used
cat label Random
Forest
XGBoost Neural
Network
Adult 48842 48842 14 12 7 income 88.08 85.61 84.56
Nursery 12960 12958 8 8 7 nursery 97.37 97.84 98.61
GSS 51020 24455 8 8 6 marital hap-
piness
62.34 68.11 67.49
Loan 421095 421095 144 43 11 loan status 97.8 92.91 93.48
Table 1: Summary of datasets used for evaluation
Each dataset was divided into four separate subsets, used to: (1) train the
original model, (2) train our generalizer decision tree model, (3) optimize the
resulting generalization (choosing what level in the tree and which features to
use in the generalization), and (4) final validation. We used a separate dataset to
train our generalizer decision tree model because the original training set may
not be available. Finally, validation was performed by measuring the relative
accuracy of the classifier on the generalized data, i.e., what percentage of the
original predictions are retained when applying it to the generalized data.
4.2 Results
In this section, we present the results of applying our minimization process
to the above-mentioned datasets and models. The code used to perform data
minimization is available on GitHub7. Each graph presents the accuracy on
the generalized data as a function of the achieved NCP score. NCP values are
between 0 and 1, and represent the degree of information loss: 0 signifying that
6 https://www.lendingclub.com/info/download-data.action
7 https://github.com/IBM/ai-minimization-toolkit
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no information was lost, i.e., preserving the original data, and 1 signifying that
all information was lost, i.e., all samples were mapped to the same representative
value. Accuracy was measured as a percentage relative to the accuracy of the
baseline model. 100% signifies that all predictions made on the generalized data
were identical to those made on the original data. The reason for using the
original model’s accuracy as the baseline is that we do not aim to improve on
the predicitions of the original model, only to get as close to them as possible.
In addition, true labels may not be available.
Figure 2.a presents a comparison of the results for the different datasets when
using a neural network model. The remainder of the graphs show the results
for a single dataset, comparing the different tested models: random forest (rf),
XGBoost (xgb) and neural network (nn). Figure 2.b presents the results for the
GSS dataset and Figure 3 presents the results for the other datasets.
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Fig. 2: Results for different models and datasets: (a) Accuracy vs. NCP for dif-
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Fig. 3: Results for Nursery, Adult and Loan datasets
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Next we present a few examples of generalizations that were achieved. We
show the generalizations both for the case of no accuracy loss at all, as well as
the case where a 2% relative accuracy loss is acceptable. Table 2 presents the
achieved generalizations for the GSS dataset, using a neural network model.
Feature 2% relative accuracy loss No accuracy loss
Marital status Not needed Not needed
Happiness [Pretty happy, Not too happy, Other], [Very happy] Same as 2%
Race [Black, Other], [White] Not generalized
Work status [Temp not working, Unemployed - laid off, School,
Other], [Working fulltime], [Keeping house], [Retired],
[Working parttime]
Not generalized
Age 54 ranges representing values 0-89 Not generalized
Children Not generalized Not generalized
X rated Not generalized Not generalized
NCP value: 0.189703 0.174658
Table 2: Example of generalizations for the GSS dataset
Several aspects of these results are worth noting. First, even when reaching
an NCP score of 1, where all features are generalized to the entire domain of
the feature, we do not see a drop of the model accuracy below 33%, in some
cases 80%. This “null accuracy” represents the accuracy that can be achieved by
always predicting the most frequent class. Similarly, we are always able to reach
100% relative accuracy. This is because, in the worst case, we revert back to the
original data. It is important to note that cases exists (e.g., with the GSS data)
where we are able to reach 100% even with some generalization. This illustrates
the capability of our approach to identify information that is not necessary and
generalize it without impacting accuracy.
Second, we can see that this method performs best for XGBoost models and
worst for random forest models in most of the tested datasets, regardless of
the original accuracy of each model. We believe this is related to the size and
complexity of the generated decision tree. Typically, the decision tree generated
for the XGBoost model is much smaller and has fewer branches compared to the
other models. In general, any ML model that is too complex tends to overfit the
training data and end up being less accurate. When concentrating on the most
relevant area of up to 2% relative accuracy loss, all models perform similarly,
resulting in close NCP values (for each given dataset).
Third, there is also a noticeable difference between datasets, with the GSS
dataset achieving the best results and the Loan dataset the worst results. With
the GSS dataset, we were able to achieve identical accuracy to the original data
while yielding an NCP score of 0.17, or approximately 1/6, in all tested models.
One of the reasons that may lead to a higher NCP score could be the prevalence
of categorical features, especially those with a small number of categories. Any
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generalization of such a feature will automatically have a significant effect on the
overall NCP score. Numerical features have a higher degree of freedom, resulting
in a large number of ranges, thus yielding a lower NCP score. In addition, in
the GSS dataset, one feature was discovered not to be needed at all, which also
contributed to its higher NCP score.
Lastly, we observe in the Loan dataset the accuracy goes up at some point
while increasing the NCP score, before going back down. This happens in the
phase of the algorithm where features are iteratively removed from the gen-
eralization. This may be an indication that in this dataset, for some features,
generalizing the feature to a smaller domain actually has a positive effect on the
model’s accuracy, as suggested by previous works on feature abstraction [2].
Effect on disclosure risk Although our main goal is compliance with the data
minimization principle in GDPR, we decided to measure how the generalizations
we produce affect the disclosure risk of the resulting dataset. Disclosure risk can
be defined as the risk that an adversary can use the protected (generalized)
dataset to derive confidential information on an individual from the original
dataset. This risk would be relevant, for example, if an attacker were able to
get hold of the generalized data stored within the organization. Disclosure risk
can be divided into two types: identity disclosure, i.e., identifying a specific
individual’s record in the data, and attribute disclosure, which means inferring
sensitive (non-disclosed) information about an individual. Most of the literature
deals with the former kind.
Several metrics for measuring disclosure risk have been proposed; we chose
the one described in [27], with a small variation: since we do not have a specific
value of k, we simply sum the probability of each record’s specific combination
of quasi-identifier values appearing in the dataset over all records in the dataset.
We therefore used the following formula to calculate the risk of a dataset PT :
Risk =
∑
r∈PT
1
freq(qi(r))
#(r)
(4)
Where r denotes a single record and freq(qi(r)) denotes the frequency of the
specific combination of values for the quasi-identifiers in r. This risk score takes
values between 0 and 1, with 1 coresponding to the case where all records in the
dataset are unique.
We measured this risk for three datasets: the two datasets corresponding to
the results presented in Table 2, and the original GSS dataset. For simplicity
we assumed that all features in the dataset are quasi-identifiers (except for the
label). For the original GSS dataset, with no generalizations applied, there were
2085 distinct records out of 2446 total records in the validation set, corresponding
to a risk value of 0.788. For the generalized dataset corresponding to no accuracy
loss, there are 2054 disctinct records and a risk value of 0.771; only slightly lower
than the original data. However, when looking at the dataset that was generated
with 2% accuracy loss, the result is much more remarkable. It contains only 222
disctinct records and has a risk score of 0.047. This is a very significant reduction,
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of more than an order of magnitude, in the disclosure risk, and demonstrates that
our method has value in protecting individuals’ privacy in addition to helping
companies comply with regulations.
5 Discussion
In this section we discuss some design choices made in our solution, alternatives
that were considered and possible optimizations for the future.
5.1 Choice of Privacy Metric
There are many different privacy metrics used for different purposes in the liter-
ature. We tried to choose a metric that was suitable for measuring the quality of
a generalization. Since generalizations are typically employed in anonymization
algorithms, we surveyed several metrics used in previous anonymization-related
works and chose the NCP metric to measure the quality of generalizations.
We also demonstrated in Section 4.2 that our proposed process can signifi-
cantly improve the disclosure risk of the resulting data, thus providing improved
privacy to the relevant individuals. It is worth noting that the NCP metric (and
ILAG score) can easily be replaced with another privacy or information loss
metric, while retaining the overall framework described in Section 3.
NCP also has a weighted variant, presented in [26], which can be used to as-
sign weights to the different features, thus increasing the effect of certain features
over others in the quality measurement. This could be used to assign weights
to features based on their sensitivity level and steer the generalization process
towards results that prefer better generalizations of the more sensitive features.
5.2 Alternative Generalization Models
In this study we used a univariate decision tree as the generalization model.
Decision trees inherently create a global recoding of the feature space, which
can be very convenient for presenting ranges to users. However, it is reasonable
to assume that some ML models will be difficult to mimic using a simple decision
tree, especially in cases of highly complex, non-linear models, such as deep neural
networks. It is therefore important to consider alternative generalization models,
for example based on clustering.
5.3 Optimizing the Tree Pruning and Feature Removal Processes
In our implementation, we used the ILAG measure to decide which features to
remove from the generalization for cases where the accuracy achieved is below
the defined threshold. The phase where the tree is pruned to achieve better
generalizations could also be improved by using more sophisticated means to
decide which nodes to prune, either using standard tree pruning techniques [14]
or using the ILAG measure to determine which leaves to prune.
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The sensitivity level of each feature can also be considered when when select-
ing features for removal or tree nodes for pruning. To this aim, we could employ
a weighted variant of NCP that takes this information into account while op-
timizing the generalization process. We could even combine the two directions,
pruning and removing features from the generalization, optimizing on both si-
multaneously to yield better results. Other methods for increasing the accuracy
can also be explored, such as splitting one or more ranges instead of completely
removing a feature from the generalization.
6 Related Work
We are not aware of any existing work that addresses data minimization for ML
models. We briefly highlight some works in closely-related areas.
A great body of prior work has focused on protecting the privacy of training
sets used to train ML models. Several attacks were shown to be able to reveal
either whether an individual was part of the training set (membership attacks)
or infer certain possibly sensitive properties of the training data (attribute in-
ference attacks) [9], [8], [22], [21]. Therefore, many methods have been proposed
to anonymize or de-identify the training data, including tailored anonymization
of training data [16], [13], adding noise or applying differential privacy to the
training process [28], [1], [19]. However, all of these techniques are aimed at pro-
tecting the training set and do not provide any protections for runtime data,
i.e., newly collected data to which the model is applied.
Another focus area has been performing training and/or prediction on en-
crypted data [6], [29], [3], [12]. These approaches do not solve the issue of col-
lecting less data to begin with. They simply offer better protection for the data
that is already collected and stored.
Other works have focused on feature selection and dimensionality reduction,
also called feature extraction [17]. These are aimed at fulfilling the principle
of parsimony by reducing the number of features used as input to the model.
However, they do so mainly to improve the performance and memory footprint
of the model, not with the goal of privacy in mind. These methods sometimes
produce a reduced set of features, but do not reduce the granularity of the col-
lected data. Embedding is another method to achieve dimensionality reduction
for high-dimensional data, the most famous being LLE [20] and word2vec [18].
Feature abstraction [23], [2] is also used for dimensionality reduction. These
can sometimes result in different abstraction levels of the original features. Until
now, such techniques have been employed with the goal of improving model
accuracy and not privacy. Feature discretization [15], [7] is concerned with the
discretization of continuous features.
7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this work we presented a novel method to perform data minimization for
ML models in a manner that minimizes the effect on model accuracy. To the
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best of our knowledge, this issue has not been tackled before. Our approach
is complementary to standard feature selection and extraction techniques: in
addition to suppressing certain features, it can lead to the generalization of other
features, thus further reducing the amount and granularity of collected data. This
both helps organizations to adhere to the data minimization principle, as well
as reduce data collection, storage, and management costs.
Our method is generic and can be applied to any dataset and any ML model.
We have shown that our method was able to achieve good results - finding data
to minimize without impacting accuracy - on different types of models.
This is a very initial implementation of data minimization for ML, leaving
many areas of possible improvement, some of which are detailed in Section 5.
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